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Abstract

Early 20th-century China was, it has been said, plagued by an ‘inferiority complex’, that is, the notion that Western culture was superior to the Chinese one. Consequently, many Chinese intellectuals learnt English, learnt about the West and studied abroad. Drawing upon Westerners’ manuscript collections, Chinese diaries, letters and published articles from the 1910s to the early 1930s, this paper argues that the ‘inferiority complex’ drew a line when it came to attitudes about what Westerners could know about China and its language. Pro-Western intellectuals, from famous Hu Shi to little-known students in Beijing, claimed that Westerners could never understand China and particularly not the Chinese language. When observing that many (though not all) foreigners in China did not speak Chinese, they did not identify this as a sign of imperialist arrogance, as postcolonial scholarship has done. Instead, they traced it back to a perceived Western intellectual inferiority, which contrasted with their own superior ability to learn about the West and its languages. To make this argument, they often turned Orientalist narratives about Chinese mysteriousness against Westerners, to say that China was just too mysterious for the foreigners to understand. This was an extraordinary strategy to create narratives of, however subjectively, perceived
strength, not in spite of, but out of Western victimising narratives. This also serves as an intervention into debates that emphasise only the injustices of using English as the main language of communication, be it in a historical, imperialist context or in scholarship about English as a global lingua franca today.
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Introduction
This paper discusses what Chinese intellectuals thought about Westerners’ knowledge of the Chinese language and the country more generally in the 1910s, 1920s and early 1930s. It argues that many Chinese intellectuals, ranging from famous scholars like Hu Shi (1891-1962) and Fu Sinian (1896-1950) to little-known students, questioned the ability of Westerners to know Chinese or anything meaningful about the country. They made this assertion about people who possessed very different levels of China knowledge, from sinologists like Arthur Waley (1889-1966) and those who had been born in China, such as the missionary daughter and Nobel Prize winner Pearl S. Buck (1892-1973), to expatriates living in China temporarily, such as missionaries and English-language teachers. One of the intellectuals’ central argumentative strategies was the claim that China and its language were mysterious and could therefore simply not be understood by foreigners. With this, they took up a narrative which postcolonial scholarship has identified as part of the ‘Orientalism’ of the time, and turned it to their advantage to exclude Westerners from intellectual access to China. This claim that Westerners could not understand Chinese and China stood in marked contrast to their claims about their own ability to speak English and understand the West.

This shows that there were limits to the Chinese ‘inferiority complex’ that is said to have been underlying early 20th-century intellectual discourses. The ‘inferiority complex’ describes Chinese intellectuals’
claims that Western culture was superior to the Chinese one. When China was semi-colonized by Western powers in the 19th century, groups of Chinese scholars started advocating the adoption of Western ideas in order to strengthen the country again. The logic behind this was the idea that the secret of Western military and economic power lay partly in Western culture, and that, vice versa, the cause of Chinese weakness was partly to be found in China’s culture.

Academic literature has in recent years rarely discussed the ‘inferiority complex’. A reason for this is presumably a new focus on the active agency of Chinese intellectuals, which has been fed by Paul Cohen’s call for a ‘China-centred’ approach and postmodernist theories of language contact and translation promoted by scholars like Lydia Liu. The study of China at the time has consequently moved on to new topics, such as China’s intricate relationship to its own past, its present and Western culture, the reality of Sino-foreign contacts and explorations of China’s intellectual victimisation, the latter especially in postcolonial narratives. In fact, the term ‘inferiority complex’ smacks of the vocabulary created by the first generation of professional China historians of the 1950s, whose categorizations have largely been overcome. But contrary to some of their other notions (such as the ‘Western impact and Chinese response’ model), the idea of the ‘inferiority complex’ has continued to underlie discussions of the period. The fact that it is largely left unmentioned seems to indicate in this case, not that the notion has become obsolete, but that it has come to be taken for granted.

A near consensus also exists about the role of the English language in early 20th-century China. The fact that in Sino-foreign interactions English was spoken more often than Chinese has been interpreted as one of the most vivid expressions of Chinese intellectual victimisation and Western imperialist arrogance. This view has been expressed especially ardently in postcolonial scholarship, but has also been supported in work of different theoretical outlook. The same interpretation can be found in research about other parts of the formal or informal British Empire. This is not even just a matter of historical scholarship. A similar perspective is shared by political theorists who debate the role of English as a global lingua franca in the present and who tend to agree that non-native speakers of English have to
shoulder all sorts of disadvantages, such as the ‘costs’ of learning English, while native speakers are hitching a ‘free ride’.\textsuperscript{12}

However, these ‘disadvantage’ and ‘inferiority complex’ narratives ignore a widespread claim from among the voices of the English learners in early 20th-century China: a claim that focuses on the pride in the achievement and ability of the language learners and the perceived inability of the politically stronger. This interpretation was put forward by the Chinese intellectuals discussed in this paper, when they boasted with their knowledge of the West and denied foreigners equivalent China knowledge.

Does this mean that these Chinese intellectuals achieved a position of strength? No. First of all, this does not change the fact that they learnt English more actively than most foreigners learnt Chinese because of imperialist power imbalances, as will be shown in more detail below. Secondly, even their discursive strategies about personal accomplishment were shaped by imperialist structures. In order to make their claims about a Western inability to learn Chinese and about China, they drew upon Orientalist narratives about Chinese mysteriousness, which were themselves created out of an imperialist context. This paper thus does not intend to make the argument that there were no political inequalities – there doubtlessly were and they were unjust. It makes an argument about the limits of the Chinese ‘inferiority complex’. It also makes an argument about the astonishing ability of these intellectuals to take victimising narratives and to turn them around into stories about the abilities and achievements of them as individuals and as members of a nation.

In order to show that this interpretation was held across a large spectrum of intellectuals, this paper discusses a broad range of people, including famous and little-known individuals. Among the famous Chinese nationals are Hu Shi and Fu Sinian, both of them highly influential scholars in their time and renowned for their involvement in the New Culture Movement. They had studied in the US and Europe respectively and were instrumental in spreading Western ideas to Chinese scholarship. This article also discusses the founder of the first socialist party in China, Jiang Kanghu (1883-1954). Jiang also had a Western grounding and was at the time teaching in Canada.\textsuperscript{13} Among the more average intellectuals are
little-known English literature students at the missionary Yanjing University, and at Beijing University and Beijing Normal School. They all studied with the equally little-known American professor of English literature Lewis Nathaniel Chase (1873-1937) between 1921 and 1925.¹⁴

The Westerners discussed in this article come from three of important groups of foreigners in China: colonial administrators, missionaries and educators. Part of the group of educators is Lewis Chase. H. Jocelyn Smyly (1882-1970), an Irish medical missionary to China from 1912 until the 1950s, is not well-known, but was part of an influential group as one of the founding members of the Peking Union Medical College.¹⁵ Famous in his own right is, however, Reginald F. Johnston (1874-1938). He started his career as a colonial administrator and achieved prominence as tutor of the Puyi Emperor (1906-1967). His influence extended when he became professor for Chinese at the School of Oriental Studies in in the early 1930s.¹⁶

The period under scrutiny, from the 1910s to the 1930s, is one in which fondness of Western knowledge, though not always of politics, was especially wide-spread in Chinese intellectual circles. The New Culture Movement of the 1910s and 1920s is known for its enthusiasm for Western ideas. Under the impact of anti-imperialist movements in the 1920s, the disillusionment with Europe after World War I and the coming to power of Chiang Kai-shek (1887-1975) in the late 1920s, the admiration for the West became ever more contested. The 1930s therefore mark the end of the time frame of this paper.

**Learning English, learning Chinese**

In 1917, one year after his first lecture in Chinese, H. Jocelyn Smyly gave a speech in Chinese at a YMCA meeting. While introducing him to the audience, the YMCA Secretary, a Chinese national, explained that in spite of his long stay in China, Smyly had not had much leisure to practice Chinese. ‘[T]herefore [the Secretary] requested the audience not to expect too much’ of Smyly’s language skills.¹⁷ Similarly, Chase’s student Zhong Shushen (no dates) explained that foreigners could not at all understand written (that is classical) Chinese. He wrote: ‘[M]ost of her [China’s] good literature are [sic] written in
such a language that the westerners cannot possibly thoroughly understand.’\textsuperscript{18} This contrasted with his statement elsewhere in the essay that the Chinese had recently managed to ‘thoroughly understand the west’.\textsuperscript{19} Though Zhong did not necessarily count himself among those knowers of the West yet – he was doing an English-language homework, so he was still in the process of learning – he performatively claimed that he was well on his way: the essay was written in English. It was doubtlessly true that educated Chinese knew on average more English and more about the West than the average foreigner in China knew about China and its language, a situation caused by imperialism. Still, there were enough Westerners who did know Chinese and had a knowledge about China, some of them even to an expert level. The following section will outline the opportunities Chinese and Westerners had for learning about each others’ countries and languages.

A. Learning English

In the early 20th century, the Chinese school and university system produced many people with a very good knowledge of aspects of Western scholarship and of one of its dominant languages, English. The import of Western knowledge in the wake of 19th-century imperialism never went uncontested. Self-strengtheners of the 19th century proposed to maintain to Confucian moral values and literary culture as the ‘essence’ (‘ti’), while only importing Western technology as the ‘application’ (yong), known as the ‘tiyong formula’. By the early 20th century, intellectuals had moved on from this. Especially during the New Culture Movement of the 1910s and 1920s, they expressed very harsh opinions about ‘Chinese learning’ and China’s past – what earlier on had been described as the ‘essence’ –, even though they never wanted to do away with it completely.\textsuperscript{20} Debates were now led not about if, but which schools of, Western scholarship should be adopted.\textsuperscript{21}

China’s education system too was completely restructured. In 1905, the old civil service examinations were abolished. By the late 1910s, most Chinese students studied ‘Western’ subjects like natural sciences and foreign languages.\textsuperscript{22} English-language acquisition went back to the 19th century, when Chinese assistants to the compradores in South China had invented Pidgin English.\textsuperscript{23} Efforts to learn English were
stepped up after the Opium Wars,\textsuperscript{24} and by the 1910s and 1920s, Chinese students could learn English at missionary schools, at the English literature departments of renowned institutions like Beijing University\textsuperscript{25} or through correspondence courses.\textsuperscript{26}

English learners were supported by a mass of textbooks and dictionaries. They were often compiled by Westerners who taught English at Chinese universities. E.A. Zucker (no dates), for example, an assistant professor of English at the Peking Union Medical College,\textsuperscript{27} published a four-volume textbook called \textit{Western Literature}. It contained text extracts ranging from the \textit{Odyssey} to the Bible and Charles Dickens.\textsuperscript{28} English became not only an important academic subject, but also a marker of social status. In his novel \textit{Shanghai Express}, Zhang Henshui (1895-1967) mocked Chinese who showed off with their English at every occasion, even if, or rather particularly if, their mastery of the language was rather tenuous.\textsuperscript{29} English and other European languages became quite ubiquitous in otherwise Chinese-language writings of pro-Western intellectuals of the time. Journals like \textit{New Tide} did not only have official English translations for their titles (in this case ‘The Renaissance’). Their articles were also full of English expressions.\textsuperscript{30} In their private correspondence, students mixed English expressions into an otherwise Chinese text.\textsuperscript{31} Even the abdicated Chinese Puyi Emperor had an English-language tutor in Reginald F. Johnston. In sum, in China’s metropoles, interest in the English language was vibrant.

\textbf{B. Learning Chinese}

Western interest in China never reached the levels of Chinese interest in the West, arguably because in imperialist times the politically strong West felt no need to take cultural lessons from China. Even among the foreigners living in China, there were those who got by without much knowledge of the Chinese language and China,\textsuperscript{32} and who contented themselves with speaking Pidgin English.\textsuperscript{33} According to some, Robert Bickers points out, learning Chinese was even considered ‘dangerous’, because this form of ‘going native’ was believed to disrupt the cohesion of the British in China.\textsuperscript{34} This attitude has rightly been interpreted as a manifestation of imperialist arrogance.\textsuperscript{35} But there was also the other end of the spectrum with people who spoke Chinese almost like a native language. The most famous, but by no means the
only one, was Pearl S. Buck, the winner of the 1938 Nobel Prize in literature. These were often children of missionaries who had, like Buck, been born in China.³⁶

Between these two extremes, there was a middle field of people who had come to China as adults and who sought to learn Chinese with varying degrees of intensity and success. One of them was Reginal F. Johnston, the English tutor of the Puyi Emperor. When Johnston came to Hong Kong in 1898 to work in the colonial service, he had to learn Cantonese and later Mandarin.³⁷ According to Johnston’s own assessment, he was able to talk about European politics in Chinese with the emperor,³⁸ he could translate texts from classical Chinese into English,³⁹ and discuss the deeper cultural meaning of Chinese concepts, such as social position of a ‘teacher’ in China.⁴⁰ Classical Chinese was for many centuries China’s written language, comparable to Latin in medieval Europe. It was based on the language of the Confucian Classics, came in a variety of styles, but differed in grammar and vocabulary from the spoken dialects. As the language of the elite, it possessed high cultural prestige. However, in the 1910s and 1920s, its position was just being challenged under the auspices of the New Culture Movement by proponents of baihua, literally the ‘plain language’. This was a style based on the vernacular but imbued with Western loanwords. Classical Chinese was considered to be especially difficult for foreigners to learn.⁴¹ Still, Johnston claimed to possess knowledge of classical Chinese. Among sinologists, there too were those who could read it, most famously James Legge (1815-1897), the translator of the Confucian Classics,⁴² or Arthur Waley, the translator of the Opium War diaries of the Chinese Governor-General Lin Zexu’s (1785-1850).⁴³

Skills in spoken Chinese were needed by missionaries. Without the knowledge of their local dialect, they would not have been able to preach the gospel with any success. The medical missionary H. Jocelyn Smyly started learning Chinese very soon after his arrival,⁴⁴ and a few years later he could give speeches in the language.⁴⁵ Others, who did not depend on Chinese-language skills for their work, but who were still interested in the country, dabbled in Chinese without all too much commitment and success. The American English-language professor Lewis Chase, for example, studied Chinese for one year before
giving up. As can be judged from his language learning materials, he never reached a very high level of language competence. His textbooks consisted of relatively simple dialogues. The only Chinese character to be found in handwriting in his papers is ‘chai’ – the character he was using to transcribe his surname into Chinese. In short, among foreigners in China and those based in the West with an interest in China (like the sinologists), there was a huge spectrum of Chinese-language skills, ranging from virtual native speakers like Buck, over people with good and mediocre skills, to those who considered learning Chinese dangerous.

The Chinese-language learning industry was not as vibrant as the trade with English teaching. But it was quite well-developed too. Foreigners like Smyly and Chase went to language schools and they additionally hired private teachers to help them with their studies. Textbooks, or grammars, of Chinese went back to the 17th century, and the style they taught depended on their target audience. Works directed at employees of the Customs Service, for example, were taught to compose official documents in classical Chinese. Textbooks for missionaries included spoken dialects, such as Joseph Henri de Prémare’s (1666-1736) Latin-Chinese book. When Chase and Smyly decided to learn Chinese in the 1910s and 1920s, after ‘plain language’ had been popularised through the New Culture Movement, they could choose from a considerable selection of works exclusively focused on ‘simple’ and colloquial Chinese. Very often these books taught easy dialogues and phrases, Chinese characters, and sometimes, though not always, the tones of the Chinese language.

As with Chinese-language skills, there was a broad spectrum of Western knowledge about China. It is difficult to say what ‘knowledge about China’ is, as it could include anything from academic knowledge, to an understanding of everyday life, politics and social customs. But even with such a loose definition, it is possible to say that there were those who were relatively withdrawn in most aspects of ‘knowledge about China’, and those who actively sought to expand their experiences.

Treaty-port settlers in the interwar period as described by Bickers gained their knowledge about China, before arriving there, from works like Sax Rohmer’s (1883-1959) notorious Mystery of Dr Fu Manchu of
1913. Once in China, some of the expatriates remained in a treaty-port setting without gaining much experience of the outside world. Others delved into Chinese social life by socializing with their Chinese peers or working in a Chinese environment, such as Johnston. Some people, like Lewis Chase, read (English-language) newspaper articles written by Chinese nationals. Other platforms through which foreigners like Chase could learn about China were associations like the Society of Friends of Literature. Founded in 1919 and run by people including Hu Shi and Johnston, this Society organized lectures in English given by Chinese or Western speakers on topics either related to China or to the West. Among such lectures was a speech by Hu Shi on ‘The Philosophy of Tai Cheng [Dai Zheng]’, or by J. C. Ferguson (no date) on ‘The Republic of China’.

For those who were interested in China more formally, it was possible to study sinology, an academic discipline that had developed since the 19th century. In its early days, sinologists were very often ‘old China hands’ (that is, retired colonial administrators, missionaries, and so forth), a trend that was only just being overcome in the early 20th century. With Johnston, the School of Oriental Studies (today SOAS) in London hired just such an ‘old China hand’ in the early 1930s as professor for Chinese. Another sinologist of this generation was Arthur Waley, who had never actually been to China (or Japan), who did not speak modern Chinese or Japanese, but still translated many works from classical Chinese and Japanese into English. Paul Cohen has described this time all the way up to the end of World War II as ‘the amateur phase’ of, in Cohen’s case, sinology in the US.

In other words, there were various ways for Westerners to learn Chinese and about China. But whether Westerners made use of them, was up to them and to their particular line of work. That this optionality of learning about China and its language was the result of the political power structures of imperialism is a fact that does not need much arguing for.
The unknowability of Chinese

Even though there were foreigners in China who spoke Chinese and who learnt about China, Chinese nationals, ranging from Smyly’s acquaintance (the above-cited YMCA secretary) and Chase’s students to, as will be shown below, famous scholars like Hu Shi, Fu Sinian and Jiang Kanghu, claimed that foreigners just could not understand Chinese. Contrary to what one might expect in light of the causes that led to this imbalance of knowledge – namely, imperialism and China’s political weakness – they did not usually frame this as a symptom of Western imperialist arrogance. Instead, they traced this to a general Western inability to understand the language.

In their homework essays, Lewis Chase’s students had the opportunity to expand in quite some detail on the Western intellectual insufficiency, which makes their essays interesting case studies for the discursive strategies they were employing. Zhong Shushen made the aforementioned statement that ‘westerners cannot possibly thoroughly understand’ Chinese literature in the context of explaining why so few Westerners read Chinese poetry and fiction. The 1920s saw the rise of the notion of ‘world literature’, and in the Chinese interpretation at the time, this meant that every country contributed its bit to world literature – China included. From a historian’s perspective today, the imperialist Western-centredness of the time was to blame for the fact that far more Chinese intellectuals read Western literature than the other way around. But Zhong held the Western inability to read Chinese, especially classical Chinese, responsible. ‘Most westerners cannot appreciate the beauty of Chinese literature simply because they cannot understand the language. It is entirely due to their own fault.’ With this, Zhong defended Chinese literature against the suspicion that it might not be as good as Western literature. In other words, he refused to participate in the ‘inferiority complex’: Chinese classical works were as good as Western literature. The only difference was that the Chinese had recently managed to ‘thoroughly understand the west’, so they could appreciate these works. If the foreigners wanted to enjoy Chinese literature, they should simply try to do the same.
Postcolonial scholarship has argued that it was a popular Orientalist theme to describe the ‘East’ or China as the ‘mysterious’ and ‘inscrutable’. In an act of ‘auto-Orientalism’, Zhong Shushen’s classmate Liu Gang (1897-1979) tapped into this Orientalist discourse and turned it upside down to put himself into a position of strength: ‘China has her peculiar idiom and peculiar way of saying things.’ Liu said. ‘One who does not know such things can never get any understanding and pleasure from Chinese literature in originals or in translations.’ Liu transformed the Orientalist mystique into a narrative of Chinese exceptionalism. There is no indication that this was a conscious strategy. But it is possible that he picked up Orientalist narratives of China’s mysteriousness from his teacher Chase, who, as will be shown below, subscribed in part to this idea. Liu then mixed this ‘auto-Orientalism’ with the theory about the untranslatability of languages. In the original, Liu explained, Chinese literature was ‘as beautiful as young girls’. But once translated, they were ‘no less disgusting than the skeleton of the dead’. The reason was that their ‘beauties … are intranslatable to any other language’.

Liu Gang was not alone with this assessment. Zhong Shushen agreed. And so did their colleague at Yanjing University Ling Ruitang (no dates), who stated in a letter to Chase that many translations of the classical work Book of Poetry ‘are just making the Chinese scholar sick’. She herself, on the other hand, felt that she was quite able to produce good translations. She continued the letter offering to Chase to translate into English, not the Book of Poetry, but a play she had written herself.

Liu, Zhong and Ling had not invented the untranslatability theory. Edward Sapir (1884-1939) was developing this idea in the 1920s and 1930s, and it had been anticipated even earlier, in the 18th century. It was also well-known in China. In the 1900s, the famous scholar Zhang Binglin (1869-1936) had endorsed it. But for Ling Ruitang, untranslatability only applied to Chinese-English translations, not to translations from foreign languages into Chinese. And it tended to be the foreigners who made the bad translations. In her view, Chinese intellectuals were not excluded from participating in Western discourses and languages, but foreigners were excluded from knowing Chinese. Auto-Orientalism was
combined with untranslatability theories to explain that Westerners were unable to understand Chinese and its literature.

Chase’s students were not alone in their scepticism about Western understanding of the Chinese language. Fu Sinian, for example, looked askance at the Chinese name of a (Chinese) friend’s French acquaintance called ‘Mlle Jemmes’. ‘Mlle Jemmes’s’ Chinese name is not revealed in Fu’s letter. He only commented: ‘Mlle Jemmes’s Chinese name is very vulgar. I do not know whose great work this is.’\(^78\) One of the main voices about China in the West at the time was Pearl S. Buck, who had created for herself a public persona that claimed to be more Chinese than American.\(^79\) It was probably hard to doubt Buck’s spoken Chinese. But this did not exempt her from the criticism about her classical Chinese. In 1932, Jiang Kanghu had news that Buck was about to publish her translation of the Chinese classical novel *Water Margins*. Jiang did not have very high expectations for this book. He cited her translation of this book’s title in *The Good Earth* as ‘*Bandits of the Shwei Lake*’, and he vehemently took exception to this rendition. ‘As long as a Westerner cannot himself or herself read Chinese texts and as long as he or she depends chiefly on Chinese coolies and amahs as the source of information and as first-hand translators, there is little hope left for him or her to really understand and truly interpret China, even though he or she be born and live always in China’, he concluded.\(^80\)

It would appear that, in Jiang Kanghu’s view, suitable English translations of Chinese works could only be done when foreigners collaborated with Chinese scholars. This at least is implied by the publication of his own translation of (classical Chinese) Tang poems, which had been completed in collaboration with the American poet Witter Bynner (1881-1968). The book was called *The Jade Mountain*, published in 1929.\(^81\) Jiang and Bynner had met in 1918 in Berkeley and worked on the translation for over a decade.\(^82\) From their sparse comments in the book, it appears that Jiang Kanghu provided a literal translation and Bynner transformed it into poetic English.\(^83\) Bynner initially did not speak any Chinese. Although over the course of the collaboration he learned a bit of spoken Chinese,\(^84\) he would have been dependent on Jiang’s translation of the classical Chinese of the poems. Bynner himself made it clear that, at all stages of
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the process, Jiang Kanghu shaped the translations. He explained that he and Jiang ‘discussed’ the poems intensely before settling on a translation. Bynner also assured his readers that he had Jiang’s ‘sanction’ when translating unfamiliar place names with words such as “‘southern” or “eastern”’. Only when done in collaboration with someone who was both Chinese and a scholar, *The Jade Mountain* suggests, good translations from Chinese into English were possible, in Jiang Kanghu’s view.

**The unknowability of China**

Jiang Kanghu’s comments on Pearl S. Buck show that Chinese intellectuals did not only deny that Westerners could properly speak and read Chinese. They expanded this claim to state that they could not really understand China either, and for this too they often drew upon strategies of ‘auto-Orientalism’.

Buck often faced criticism about the way she described Chinese customs, and about the types of social groups she described. According to Julia Lovell, one problem was that Buck often wrote about the countryside, at a time when ‘[t]he peasant masses had become an abstract political category (…) defined as possessing specific (anti-imperialist, antifeudalist, revolutionary) forms of consciousness’. Buck’s peasants usually did not conform to this ideal. Hu Shi read *Buck’s The Good Earth* on his trip to Canada and the United States in 1933. He had not even wanted to read it. But during a stop in Hawaii, an American acquaintance suggested that he do so, since people in America would definitely want to hear his opinion on Buck’s work. After reading it, Hu Shi’s assessment was that ‘this book is really not very good’, and he found a lot of mistakes in Buck’s description of rural China. Others were more direct. Lovell cites the famous novelist Lu Xun (1881-1936) writing about Buck in 1933: ‘It is always best that Chinese people write about matters Chinese, that is the only way to see the truth.’ China was just not comprehensible for foreigners, according to this view.

Buck’s work was not the only occasion on which Chinese intellectuals expressed their scepticism about Westerners’ knowledge. While on a visit to the United Kingdom in 1926, Hu Shi repeatedly met the sinologist Arthur Waley. But while he described him as ‘really lovely’, he had a less than stellar opinion
of Waley’s scholarship on both China and Japan. Waley gave Hu his book *Zen Buddhism and Its Relation to Art*. He commented on it in his diary with the words: ‘In [this book], a lot follows old theories and there are very many mistakes.’\(^91\) One of his more positive comments on Waley was still very sceptical. When Waley gave him a copy of a book by the Tang Dynasty author Zhang Wencheng (658-730), Waley also told Hu that Zhang Wencheng was mentioned in the historiographical work *Book of the Tang*. ‘I should check this’, was the most Hu Shi was prepared to concede.\(^92\)

Not only high-brow intellectuals held this view. Chase’s student Ling Ruitang had an equally low opinion of the work of Emma Service Lester (1883-?). Lester was a missionary who lived in China for ten years and who had written her Master’s thesis at Columbia University on Chinese poetry.\(^93\) Ling explained to Chase that Lester’s work contained many mistakes and she offered to help her correct them.\(^94\) Westerners, Ling Ruitang concluded, should keep their hands off the complicated literature and follow the example of Isaac Taylor Headland (1859-1942), who had written the book *The Chinese Boy and Girl*.\(^95\) This was a book on Chinese nursery songs that contained deep observations such as ‘it is a mistake to suppose that any one nation or people has exclusive right to Mother Goose. She is an omnipresent old lady. She is Asiatic as well as European or American.’\(^96\) Ling felt that this was the sort of topic Westerners should tackle.

**Westerners’ views on their China ignorance**

Criticizing Emma Lester’s work in front of Lewis Chase may not have been among Ling’s most diplomatic actions – Lester was the future Mrs. Emma Lester Chase. How then did these Chinese claims about Western intellectual incompetence affect the Westerners who were personally confronted with them? The answer is that these Westerners dealt with them in an inherently contradictory way: they both expressed agreement with them and ignored them.

In 1905, the chaplain in the British army E.J. Hardy (1849-1920) published a book with the rather Orientalist title *John Chinaman at Home*. His book was a 335-pages long volume on what Hardy
described as Chinese everyday customs. While the very act of publishing such a book claims a certain knowledge of China, Hardy explained in the introduction that he, and in fact any other Western foreigner, could just not understand China and its language. ‘To master the Chinese language thoroughly would require “a head of oak, lungs of brass, nerves of steel, a constitution of iron, the patience of Job, and the lifetime of Methuselah.”’ 97 Lewis Chase did the same. When back in the United States, he gave public lectures with the title ‘My Ignorance of China’. 98 He started out by explaining that China was impossible to comprehend and the Chinese language was impossible to learn. He did not have ‘a supply of more than five minutes[’] worth of knowledge’ about China, he said, and then went on to give a half-hour lecture on the country. 99

Similarly, when confronted with the YMCA Secretary’s judgement that his Chinese was not good, Smyly wrote to his mother that the Secretary was probably right. 100 Nevertheless, on other occasions he was very much aware of the advantage his language skills gave him in China’s medical establishment. He was also very keen on serving in the First World War as one of Britain’s officers who could speak Chinese and command the Chinese coolies who were working for Britain. 101 Others, like Reginald F. Johnston, had found a less complicated way to deal with the issue. Johnston claimed a lot of insider knowledge of China for himself. But he negated it for most other foreigners, especially for journalists. For example, with his help, the emperor had chosen ‘Henry’ as his English name. Journalists had soon started referring to the Puyi Emperor as ‘Henry P’u-Yi’. Johnston deemed this ‘not only unpleasant to eye and ear but [it] is at least as incorrect as the absurd designation ‘Mr. P’u’’. 102

These (with the exception of Johnston) self-contradictory statements make sense of the tension between two tropes that have been identified as ‘Orientalist’ by postcolonial studies. On the one hand, there were the ‘Orientalist’ assertions to ‘know the Oriental’. 103 On the other hand, postcolonial writers have pointed to the West’s assessment of the ‘Orient’, or here China, as ‘inscrutable’. 104 While these two ideas are mutually contradictory, they were indeed both put forward by Westerners at the time, often even by the same individual.
Conclusion

The Chinese intellectuals discussed in this paper took these Orientalist narratives about China’s mysteriousness and turned them into stories about the ability and achievement of themselves as individuals and as members of the Chinese nation, and, vice versa, as signs of the intellectual incompetence of the Westerners. Through this subversive strategy, they put a limit to the ‘inferiority complex’ by which they were otherwise plagued.

This of course did not change the realities of their victimisation. They adopted the West’s Orientalist intellectual structures when making these claims through auto-Orientalism, and to some extent this exposed their actual political weakness. Sometimes their claims also sounded somewhat defensive, for example in the case of Zhong Shushen’s arguments about China’s rightful place in ‘world literature’. It also needs to be noted that this was a discourse among highly privileged intellectuals, who had ample access to education. It is unsurprising that this group of people would choose China’s literary culture as being inaccessible to the Westerners. This culture had for centuries been this group’s source of cultural capital, as it was tested in the civil service examinations. Even though by that time the examination system had been abolished, pride in this literature and in classical Chinese still shone through in this post-examination generation. China’s literary culture appears to have been treated as the last bastion of this group’s claim to exclusiveness.

This paper thus does not mean to say that there was no imperialist suppression. Instead, it argues that these Chinese intellectuals created stories of subjectively perceived strength, not in spite of, but out of Western victimising narratives. This suggests that, in assessing the role of English in other colonies at the time or even in its role as global lingua franca in the present, the voices of the English learners themselves need to be heard, as they may tell other stories, in addition to those about victimisation and disadvantage.
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